
Introduction
The first step in any data analysis process,

before any analysis or conclusions can be made is to clean
the data. A clean dataset is important to work with to
ensure minimal errors and accurate results.

My role in this research project was to
transform a set of files into a useable dataset, extract and
compute statistics based on citation reference data for
Chinese Universities. The research objective was to
examine the correlation between the age of references
and the number of Chinese journals cited to the
university level.

Data and Methods
The raw data was organized into folders for each of the
500 Universities. Within those folders the data was
separated into text files that each contained the data on
500 articles. My first step was to combine those into one
file containing all articles published for each University.
Some Universities only had 1000 articles published while
others had over 60,000. The raw text file data was
separated into various columns that contained detailed
information on each publication that came out of every
Chinese university since 2011. The files contained the
authors name, publication title, summary of the article,
email, journal, who funded the article, the complete
citation references for each article, along with many
others. The citation references was all contained within
one column and was not very usable. The goal was to
extract the year and journal name from every citation
from every article from every University. It was part of my
Professors research to look at the number of Chinese
journals referenced. We decided to count the number of
Journals that contained the words “China” or “Sinica”(the
Latin name for China) and contained the “[“ character
which contained journal names that were in Chinese
Characters. Although this count does not include Chinese
Journals without any of those words, it acts as a.

interpretive variable

Workflow
I. Raw Files

I. cat * > all.csv
II. Open in Excel

II. Excel
I. Text to Column

III. Python- Parse 
I. Pandas library
II. df['J1'] = df['CR1'].str.split(',', 

expand=True)[2]

IV. Excel- Compute Statistics
I. Compute Average Year, Average Year, 

Number of References, and Number of 
Chinese Journals

II. =COUNTIF(range of 
journals,"*Chin*")+COUNTIF(range of 
journals,"*[*")+COUNTIF(range of 
journals"*Sinica*")

III. Export to CSV

Summary Statistics

To compute some descriptive statistics that includes
all the universities, I combined the data into three
files. Each file had over 1 million rows of data. I found
that the average age of cited references was 9.83
years old and the Average Number of references is
26.68.

Conclusion and Future Work
Through this project I learned how to transform large
datasets using python and advanced excel functions.
The raw data contains many more variables than I was
not able to fully explore. If I had more time to work
on this dataset I would explore more of the variables.
I would have liked to analyze if there is a correlation
between the journal the original article was published
in and the cited reference journals.
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Average Number 
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Average Number 
of Chinese 
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